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Accountancy and Taxation are among the world’s most stimulating, exciting and 

rewarding professions. They are at the heart of every modern business, from sole traders 

to multinationals, and people with the right financial skills are an asset no modern 

organisation can afford to be without. 

Studying for the ATT qualification is your ideal first step to becoming a taxation professional.

To make sure the ATT is the right qualification for you, this guide will show how it works 

and what it can do to advance your career. It will help you think about how to prepare for 

success, and turn your hard work and effort into becoming a qualified taxation technician.

Then, like many other ATT qualifiers before you, you’ll open up the opportunity to work in 

well-rewarded roles with major employers across the world.

Becoming a  
Taxation Technician

I am now part of a fantastic firm who are advisers 
to ambitious businesses, providing exceptional service 
worldwide through international networks. I could not 
have been happier with my decision to study with BPP; my 
parents and friends were supportive and I have made a 
fantastic group of friends since joining my new team.  

Online Classroom Live ATT student
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How can ATT progress my career?

The ATT qualification is the ideal way to launch your career in taxation, giving you 

essential skills based on real world knowledge. Recognised throughout the UK, it shows 

future employers you have taxation knowledge and experience they are looking for. The 

qualification is made up of six papers of which you’ll need to pass three, and the further 

you progress, the greater the number of employment opportunities and types of role you 

can apply for.

Where will ATT take me?

Develop your 

career in tax - go 

on to study the 

CTA

Work in an 

in-house finance 

department

Work for Her 

Majesty’s Revenue 

& Customs 

(HMRC) 

Become a 

taxation lawyer

Work in an 

accountancy 

firm

Become a tax 

consultant

ATT 
Career Paths

The Tax Pathway

The Tax Pathway offers a streamlined route to qualification for those wishing to 

complete both the ATT and CTA qualifications. Across the two qualifications you 

will have to sit one less written paper.

There are two ‘routes’ to the pathway - after completing two ATT written papers, 

you can choose to either sit a third ATT paper (and become exempt from CTA 

Awareness), or alternatively move straight on to CTA Awareness and not need to 

complete a third ATT written paper.

BPP generally recommends sitting the CTA Awareness paper as this technical 

knowledge will be required for your later studies in the CTA Application & 

Interaction paper.

To find out more visit  hub.tax.org.uk/pathway
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BPP is the ideal place to study the ATT
At the core of our ATT courses is BPP Momentum - an exciting approach to learning that 
recognises that everyone learns differently. 
Through our expert tutor led lectures and the extensive support offered, we ensure that you 

approach your exams with confidence. Each one of our Taught and Revision ATT courses is 

all-inclusive, meaning you will have everything you need to prepare with no hidden fees.

Uncompromising online learning.
Regardless of how you choose to study, you will gain access to your personal 

online environment, MyBPP, where you can catch up or recap on pre-recorded 

lectures, read your online study materials or even test your knowledge with 

practice questions and feedback.

Achievement Ladder – the key to your success.
Your online environment includes a personalised Achievement Ladder – a 

step-by-step approach that gives your studies both structure and the flexibility 

to decide on your own learning pace. The Achievement Ladder is designed 

to track your progression through your course, identify your strengths and 

weaknesses and offers you the support you need to confidently pass first time. 

Focus Sessions help you focus on tricky areas of study. 
For some papers, your course will also include exclusive access to 

Focus Sessions; free live webinars designed to prepare you for the more 

technical topics. 

Lifetime Pass Assurance°, your reassurance of success. 
All of our courses, regardless of how you choose to study, include free Lifetime 

Pass Assurance. Our experience training tax students has made us confident 

we can help you to a position where you will pass your exams first time, but 

should the worst happen, Lifetime Pass Assurance means you can come back 

on as many courses as you need free of charge until you pass the paper. 

Study materials designed to help you succeed.
You’ll have online access to targeted and market-leading books and study 

materials, as well as printed copies shipped out to you. These concentrate on 

what you need to build your knowledge and pass your examinations.

Study Manuals - Including worked illustrations that take you through tax 

calculations step-by-step, before providing examples and questions that 

consolidate your new knowledge.

Question Banks – A collection of questions, ranging from preparatory to 

exam-standard, mapped to your Study Manual and lectures, ensuring that 

your knowledge builds as you progress through your training. The Question 

Banks are designed to build confidence, boost understanding and provide 

that all-important question practice right from the start of your studies.

Memory Joggers - Summaries of all the study chapters from the manuals to 

help you remember key points from your training.

Revision Question Bank – Exam-standard questions and recent past papers 

- updated to the Finance Act you are sitting – allow you to practice applying 

your knowledge at the last stage of your training.
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About the qualification
The ATT is made up of six papers, of which you’ll need to train for and pass three. These 

can be studied in any order, and as you can see on the diagram below this includes a 

choice of an optional paper. These papers can also be sat as a stand-alone Certificate of 

Competency. In addition to the three papers, you’ll need to pass two computer based 

examinations to complete your ATT qualification. 

Are there any entry requirements?
The ATT is open to everyone oven 16 years of age, whether you’re a school-leaver, already 

working in accounting and taxation, returning to work or considering a career change, 

regardless of your experience or previous qualifications. 

Are there any exemptions or credits?
Exemptions or credits are when your previous professional qualifications or experience 

are taken into account and allow you to skip past certain papers. For example, if you have 

completed the Business Taxation module from the AAT qualification, you could be exempt 

from the equivalent paper from the ATT. 

A list of available credits is available on the ATT’s website. You can apply for credits 

through att.org.uk/creditapplication - with a fee of £135 per credit. 

The ATT qualification

Compulsory papers Optional papers 
Pick one of four

Computer Based Examinations

Personal 

Taxation

Business Taxation 

& Accounting 

Principles

Business 

Compliance

Corporate 

Taxation

Inheritance Tax, 

Trusts & Estates

Value Added 

Tax
Law

Professional 

Responsibilities & 

Ethics
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The ATT qualification
What are Taught and Revision courses?
At BPP we offer two types of courses for each of the main papers. Our Taught courses 

give you the technical knowledge of the ATT syllabus in a straightforward way, with 

regular tests and recaps to strengthen your learning. After that, our Revision courses 

allow you to practice applying your knowledge in examination scenarios. We don’t 

re-teach the syllabus in our Revision courses – we give you the technique you need to 

prepare for your exam.

Integrated courses for Computer Based Examinations (CBEs)
Our Law and Professional Responsibilities & Ethics courses are integrated, two-day online 

courses, covering both the Taught and Revision elements. This is supported by a range of 

online lectures and followed up with further question practice and a final mock exam, just 

to make sure that you are in a confident position to pass your examination. You should 

be aiming to take your CBE within two weeks from the end of the course - while your 

knowledge is still fresh.

Booking both Taught and Revision courses for your paper puts you in the best 

position to pass your ATT exams – ensuring you have the practice and preparation 

you need. In addition, you’ll benefit from free Lifetime Pass Assurance° (see page 5), 

giving you that extra peace of mind. 
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Training for your ATT
Progressing through your qualification
The ATT qualification offers you a choice – one of four non-core papers. What you choose 

will probably reflect the area of tax you want to work or specialise in, and you can always 

wait until you have started training for your other papers before making this decision. 

Each of the papers can be sat in any order, but we recommend that you spread your exams 

over a 12 month period, taking the two compulsory papers at your first sitting in either 

May or November, and taking your optional paper at your second sitting. We would also 

recommend attempting your computer based exams before your other papers as there are 

law and ethics requirements in the written papers, although the choice is of course yours. 

How will I be examined?
The ATT papers (compulsory and optional) are all written examinations, taking roughly three 

hours, with fifteen minutes reading time. To pass you will need to achieve a mark of at least 

50%. The two CBEs are computer-based, taking roughly one hour, from which you’ll need 

to achieve a mark of 30/50 to pass. These are on-demand examinations, which means that 

you can fit them in before, during or after your other papers.

Please note that ATT written examinations are only held in May and November – our training 

courses are designed to prepare you for these dates.

To sit your examination in 
May

To sit your examination in 
November

Deadline for student registrations^ Last day of December Last day of June

Deadline for examination 

registrations 
Last day of February Last day of August

Examinations are held First week of May First week of November

Examination results are released Third week of July Third week of January

^You must be a registered student for four months before sitting your first written examination. There is no membership length requirement for E-Assessments.
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What will the ATT cost?
Studying the ATT opens the door to a practical career in taxation, and when you balance 

the quality of your studies and the future benefits with what it costs, its great value too. As 

BPP will help you pass your examinations and reach full qualification as quickly and cost-

effectively as possible, it’s not just a great career move, it also makes sound financial sense.

1. Training provider fees
In other words, BPP course fees, what you pay to us to cover the cost of your training and 

learning materials. Below is a rough summary of training fees.

In Centre Classroom Online Classroom Live

Taught courses 

from

Revision courses 

from

Taught courses 

from

Revision courses 

from

Core papers^ £760 £530 £665 £490

Computer based 

examinations^
N/A £400

^Prices shown are examples only (correct as of April 2017) and are subject to change

2. ATT fees
These fees are paid to the ATT, and cover your student registration and the additional 

support you’ll have throughout your training as a student member. Below is a rough 

summary of ATT fees.

Registration Fee Examination Entry (per paper)

Core papers*

£145

£135

Computer based 

examinations*
£80

* Prices are taken from the ATT website and are correct as of April 2017 – please note these are subject to change

The course is intense and really well planned out. All 
the key areas are covered in a really understandable way, 
and I would definitely recommend to anyone interested in 
tax. It’s good having a short course that manages to really 
cover such a large amount of material and get you ready 
for your exams.  

In Centre ATT student, Waterloo
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The Trailblazer Apprenticeship scheme – Tax is an exciting route into the tax profession.
The ATT is part of the Level 4 Professional Accounting / Tax Technician Apprenticeship 

standard from 2017. This new standard has been created to ensure apprentices develop 

the relevant Knowledge, Skills and Behaviours to succeed and progress in their role. 

The standard will align to a Level 4 professional qualification, and the ATT is one of the 

qualifications that can be included.

In addition to the usual ATT professional exams, there is an end point assessment which 

will examine technical aspects as well as the non-technical skills that the apprentice will 

have demonstrated through the work based assignments.

Employers can receive apprenticeship levy funds to pay for apprenticeship training. 

Funding is based upon where the apprentice lives and works. As Trailblazer is an England 

only reform, training providers and apprentice assessment organisations and employers 

can only be funded in England for undertaking English apprenticeships.

Funding your qualification

Can my employer help?
If you’re working, it’s always worth telling your manager you’re planning 

to study the ATT. As it is a practical qualification that helps you in your 

job, many employers are willing to help with the costs – and even give 

you time off for training and examinations, or involve you in projects 

that will help your studies.
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Ways to study the ATT

In Centre: Classroom-based learning
Training face-to-face at one of our UK centers gives you access to state-

of-the-art facilities and comfortable, high-quality classroom environments. 

Our expert tutors will guide you through the course in a straightforward and 

understandable way, always focusing on the knowledge you will need to pass 

your exams. You’ll be supported by your tutor and can contact them outside 

of the classroom for advice, as well as having access to a complete set of 

online learning activities and pre-recorded lectures.

Online Classroom Live: Real-time distance learning
The nearest thing to being in a classroom online, our award winning Online 

Classroom Live is ideal if you like the structure, discipline and motivation of 

traditional classroom course. The live, interactive lectures mean that your 

course is uncompromising in quality and still gives you all the benefits of 

studying with BPP. Your online environment, MyBPP, will give access to a full 

range of recorded lectures - the same you would experience with In Centre 

learning, so you can catch up on any you miss. Throughout your online studies 

you’ll have access to an expert tutor who will keep you on track with regular 

emails and prompts, to help you make the best use of your study time.

Our ATT courses are highly flexible, enabling you to study in the way that’s most 

convenient and effective for you – either In Centre, or online via our award winning Online 

Classroom Live. You can even switch you study mode between papers, so can always 

study in the best environment for you. 

Study with flexibility and support 
All of our courses and study modes include open-door access to our 

expert, industry-experienced tutors, via phone, email or your online 

environment. Their one aim is to give you the knowledge, ability and 

confidence to succeed in your exams.
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Your steps to 
becoming qualified
1. Decide on your course
Read this guide and talk to our advisors to decide which method of study is right for you, 

and which examination sittings you should aim for. 

2. Book onto your course
When you’re ready, get in touch to book onto your course phoning  03300 603 200 or 

complete a booking form online at bpp.com/att

3. Register as an ATT Student Member
To officially start your studies you’ll need to register with the ATT itself and pay their 

student registration fee. You can do this online at att.org.uk/studentregistration. 
You must be registered for at least four months before you can sit your first written paper 

(there is no minimum registration period for the Computer Based Exams).

4. Train, sit your examinations and qualify
Develop your skills and underpin them with knowledge. Your tutor will be in contact before 

and during your course and will always be on hand to help. Immerse yourself in your 

studies, and work towards achieving a recognised, professional qualification to enhance 

your CV.

5. Take your next steps
It’s up to you what you want to do after you’re qualified. You could continue studying 

towards Chartered status in taxation by moving onto the CTA, or you can start working in 

taxation, perhaps even aiming towards setting up your own practice. 

Once you’ve qualified and built up at least two years’ work experience, you’ll be entitled 

to apply for ATT professional membership, allowing you to use the letters ATT after your 

name and use the practicing title ‘Taxation Technician’. Whatever your goals, we’ll be here 

to advise you on your next steps.
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Get the results  
you want with BPP

Further sources 
The BPP website bpp.com/att

The ATT website att.org.uk

Call  03331 308 540


